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Obligations, as set out in strength as a crime, play a determined role. From the 
aspects of current national theoretical system, obligations of “four source said” can’t 
solve the issues occurred in judicial practice, and even make the law inapplicable for 
some cases. Currently, lots of articles on criminal omission as crime obligations just 
focus on the traditional topic of “four source said” without any novelty. Based on 
author’s practical experience and theoretical demonstration, a novel concept is raised. 
Significant social morality should be included into the source of criminal omission as 
crime obligations, so that more approaches can be applied for adjudging some cases, 
which would be very useful for judicial practice.     
Besides the preface and conclusion, the main part includes six chapters. Chapter 
One describes two cases, which point out the ambiguous recognition of criminal 
omission as a crime. Chapter Two introduces the concept of crime as criminal 
omission and its main components, and proposes that the set out of criminal omission 
should bases on specific obligations. Chapter Three outlines the national acting 
obligation theory and “four source said”. Explicit rule, duty or business requirement, 
legal action and antecedent act consist of the “four source said”, which is the basic 
theory for the source of criminal omission as crime obligations and the reference for 
the set out of criminal omission as crime obligations. Chapter Four points out that no 
theory can be used for that two cases which bases on the comparison of the cases and 
common theory. Chapter Five, according to the international laws, demonstrates that 
social morality should be included into the source of criminal omission as crime 
obligations from the aspects of law and morality, antecedent act and judicial practice. 
Chapter Six, based on the discussions above, due to the possibility of expanding 
punishment power from the concept of social morality included into the source of 















should be characterized strictly from four aspects, such as “legal interest”,“urgency of 
risk”,“exclusiveness of ascendancy”and“possibility of action duty”. 
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